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From best selling author Michelle Love...Quartet Series - A Billionaire RomanceThe story follows

four billionaire businessmen, three of whom are Harvard alumni and best friends (and the other is

the brother of a deceased friend of the three). The four of them run Quartet Records, a new but

wildly successful recording company. Quartet Part One: Fire For YouAfter their CEO, Tomas, strives

to find a new act to mentor, he lucks out in Seattle where he discovers a covers band, The 9th &

Pine, that has built up a cult following, mostly due to the singer, Bay, being an incredible singer.

Off-stage, however, Tom finds that she is a shy, solitary creature and their immediate attraction

sends her running for cover... Quartet Part Two: Burn For YouAfter signing The 9th & Pine to the

Quartet Record label, Tom asks Dash, the younger brother of his deceased best friend, and a

wunderkind of the marketing world, to begin to promote the band. Dash seeks out an agent for the

band and finds the perfect candidate in San Francisco. Emily Moore is struggling to balance her

burgeoning career with caring for her sister's kid after he is left orphaned. She impresses Dash by

not being fazed by his looks, money or reputation and when Bay and the rest of the band meet her,

they agree, she is the one...Quartet Part Three: Crazy for YouAs Bay fights for her life, a distraught

Tom asks his friend Otis to help save his love. After stabilizing her, Otis, a world renowned surgeon

and shareholder in Quartet, moves Bay down to a facility in Portland and brings in a team of

specialist to help her recover, including Shae Groves, a young but brilliant physical therapist who

uses cutting edge techniques in her work....Quartet Part Four: Ache For YouKym, devastated by

Stu's shooting of Bay, testifies against him at his trial. Roman Ford, Quartet's finance guru,

approaches her afterward and asks her to come see Bay as she hasnâ€™t seen her since the

shooting, some fourteen months previously. Kym agrees but on the date set is a no-show and they

discover she has left town and disappeared. Tom and Roman discuss replacing her in the band and

are even approached by Kym's own mother, a famous rock star in her own right....It Inlcudes Books

One and Two of The Shameless Billioanaire Series(An Alpha-Male, Billionaire, Bad Boy, Bad Girl,

Romance)Scroll up the page and download your copy today!
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The story is actually really good but the grammar mistakes are too numerous. Everything from

bad/missing punctuation to missing/wrong words used to places where it is clear the author wrote

one thing then went back and changed it but failed to remove the leftover words. There are also a

lot of singular/plural mismatches. Also there were some transitions in POV without a warning break,

though fortunately that didn't happen too often.On the bright side, the sentence structure was

decently varied so I didn't feel like a five year old wrote it. Also the story utilizes several POV

characters in each book (increasing as we are introduced to more mains) in a pretty entertaining

way as it interweaves several h/H pairings and pairings to be. Also the traditional strained couple

issue is placed in different locations than traditional since all these books are linked together rather

than writing each as a standalone with HEA. I really enjoyed this approach as it greatly diverges

from the formulaic romance. It's a pretty unique method to see in this genre and the author did it

quite well. While the plot was fairly predictable in places, the journey taken was entertaining enough

to sustain my interest throughout the books and I found myself really, really liking this story despite

the numerous grammar issues. Also the characters were varied and felt like real people. I definitely

recommend the story assuming you aren't picky about the lack of editing.As a final humorous (for

me) moment... sheets of rain in Seattle... Really? I laughed when I read that because it's almost

nonexistent. But just recently, we did have an amazing Midwestern style downpour where visibility

was almost nil. Unfortunately, it lacked proper Midwest wind gusts to form sheets of rain but still, it

got close!



*explicit content and violence*Quartet Part One: Fire For YouAfter their CEO, Tomas, strives to find

a new act to mentor, he lucks out in Seattle where he discovers a covers band, The 9th & Pine, that

has built up a cult following, mostly due to the singer, Bay, being an incredible singer. Off-stage,

however, Tom finds that she is a shy, solitary creature and their immediate attraction sends her

running for cover.Bay has not had the easiest life, but she is trying to make a name for herself and

her band mates, Peter and Kym. Stress between the band is furthered by the band manager and

Kym's abusive boyfriend, Stu. What Tomas and Bay have is very real, but Bay must let Tomas in

before anything can happen.Quartet Part Two: Burn For YouAfter signing The 9th & Pine to the

Quartet Record label, Tom asks Dash, the younger brother of his deceased best friend, and a

wunderkind of the marketing world, to promote the band. Dash seeks out an agent for the band and

finds the perfect candidate in San Francisco. Emily Moore is struggling to balance her burgeoning

career with caring for her sister's son. She impresses Dash by not being fazed by his looks, money

or reputation and when Bay and the rest of the band meet her, they agree, she is the one.Emily

works hard. She grew her own company from the ground up and cared for her nephew when her

sister abandoned him. Sparks fly between her and Dash, as they help The 9th & Pine ascend. Not

all is glamorous as the press hound them and Stu comes crawling back.Quartet Part Three: Crazy

for YouAs Bay fights for her life, a distraught Tom asks his friend Otis to help save his love.
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